Pure autonomic failure (PAF) is characterized by an acquired, selective, peripheral denervation of the autonomic nervous system. Patients with PAF fail to generate bodily states of arousal via the autonomic nervous system in response to physical or cognitive effort. We used voxel-based morphometry to test the hypothesis that changes in the morphology of brain regions involved in autonomic control would arise as a consequence to the longstanding absence of peripheral autonomic responses in PAF patients. Optimized voxel-based morphometry of structural magnetic resonance scans was used to test for regional differences in grey and white matter in 15 PAF patients and matched controls. There were no group differences observed in global measures of grey matter, white matter, or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). We identified morphometric differences reflecting regional decreases in grey matter volume and concentration in anterior cingulate and insular cortices in PAF patients relative to controls. Morphometric differences in brainstem and subcortical regions did not reach statistical significance. Our findings suggest that peripheral autonomic denervation is associated with grey matter loss in cortical regions encompassing areas that we have previously shown are functionally involved in generation and representation of bodily states of autonomic arousal. The nature of these changes cannot be determined from morphometric analysis alone, but we suggest that they reflect experience-dependent change consequent upon loss of afferent input to brain regions involved in representation of autonomic states.
Introduction
Knowledge of brain mechanisms involved in control and representation of somatic states of arousal is crucial to influential theories of emotion (James, 1994; Damasio, 1994 Damasio, , 1999 . Bodily responses mediated by the autonomic nervous system are integrated with cognitive, emotional, and physical behaviors. Studies of cerebral autonomic control in animals have focused predominantly on describing hypothalamic, brain stem, and cerebellar mechanisms of autoregulatory, homoeostatic control (Spyer, 1999) with less emphasis on how higher brain regions influence autonomic responses. However, across many animal species, autonomic responses can be modulated experimentally by electrical stimulation or lesions to specific neocortical, limbic, and subcortical structures (Kaada, 1951; Butcher and Cechetto, 1995) . Similar findings have been observed in humans, thus direct stimulation of cingulate (Pool and Ransohoff, 1949) , insula (Oppenheimer et al., 1992) , and medial temporal lobe (Fish et al., 1993) can induce distinct autonomic responses, and lesions to regions including anterior cingulate, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, insula, and medial temporal lobe diminish autonomic responsiveness (Tranel and Damasio, 1994; Tranel, 2000; Tokgözoglu et al., 1999) . Functional imaging studies have also implicated specific brain regions in autonomic control in humans. Thus, we have demonstrated involvement of anterior cin-gulate, insula, and pons in generation and representation of cardiovascular arousal (Critchley et al., 2000a) , medial prefrontal cortex, and anterior insula in relation to variation in electrodermal activity (an index of sympathetic arousal) (Critchley et al., 2000b) and anterior cingulate during states of autonomic arousal during anticipation (Critchley et al., 2001a) .
The central generation and rerepresentation of autonomic responses are embodied within a behaviorally integrated feedback loop. Lesions to this integrated system can provide further insight about the neuroanatomical mechanisms supporting autonomic control and pure autonomic failure (PAF) provides a unique example of a lesion to this system. Patients with PAF cannot modulate their bodily state via the autonomic nervous system but have no other neurological deficit (sensory or motor). Consequently, there is no integrated central feedback of information concerning autonomic changes that normally accompany behaviour (Mathias, 2000) . PAF is characterized by a failure of neurogenic control of circulation, the cardinal feature of which is orthostatic hypotension due to an inability to activate sympathetic pathways to cause vasoconstriction during gravitational challenges (Mathias, 2000; Mathias and Bannister, 1999; . PAF patients do not generate increases in heart rate and blood pressure when performing effortful exercise or mental arithmetic (stressor tasks) , do not increase circulating catecholamines during physical or emotional challenge , have absent sympathetic skin conductance responses to emotive and orienting stimuli (Magnifico et al., 1998) , and have diminished pupil reflexes (Clark and Ewing, 1988) . Although PAF has been associated with histological evidence of Lewy bodies in peripheral autonomic ganglia (Matthews, 1999) , its ultimate cause is unknown. PAF can be distinguished from central neurodegenerative causes of autonomic failure (e.g., multiple system atrophy or Parkinson's disease with autonomic failure) by absent clinical and hormonal indicators of central neurological degeneration, and normal life expectancy (Kimber et al., 1997; Mathias, 2000; Mathias and Bannister, 1999) . During effortful behaviors that normally engender autonomic arousal, functional abnormalities have been observed in PAF patients, relative to controls, including abnormalities in pons, insula, and somatosensory cortices, associated with homeostatic regulation of bodily states, and changes in cingulate activity, associated with context-dependent changes bodily arousal (Critchley et al., 2001b) . During fear-conditioning, in PAF patients, the absence of peripheral arousal in response to a learnt threat-stimulus is associated with reduced activity in amygdalar and insular regions that are activated in controls (Critchley et al., 2002) . These findings provide strong evidence that the cingulate, insular, pontine, and amygdalar regions are involved in autonomic control, and highlight the importance of afferent feedback in influencing central representations of autonomic responses.
Voxel-based morphometry of structural brain images provides a clinically validated means of assessing differences in regional distribution of grey and white matter that may arise as a consequence of maturational and pathological processes (Good et al., 2001; Abell et al., 1999; Richardson et al., 1997; Mummery et al., 2000) . Experiencedependent functional specialization may also impact upon brain morphometry. For example, increases in grey matter density have been described in taxi drivers (in the same region of posterior hippocampus that is implicated by functional neuroimaging in spatial navigation) correlated positively with years of service (Maguire et al., 2000) . The present study addressed a hypothesis that chronic absence of peripheral autonomic responses would result in regional morphometric differences in specific brain areas functionally implicated in central autonomic control and representation. In this study, we apply the clinically validated, unbiased, fully automated whole brain morphometric technique to characterize and quantify the structural correlates of PAF (Good et al., 2001; Friston, 2000, 2001) .
Materials and methods

Subjects
Fifteen subjects (9 F, 6 M; mean age Ϯ SD 62 years Ϯ 8) with established diagnoses of PAF [greater than 5 years of symptoms of orthostatic hypotension and dysautonomia, without clinical evidence of nonautonomic pathology or central neurological degeneration (cerebellar signs, parkinsonism)] were recruited after full clinical assessment, together with 15 matched healthy right-handed age-matched controls (9 F, 6 M; mean age Ϯ SD 62 years Ϯ 9). Previous clinical dual-echo MRI scans for each PAF subject were examined by a neuroradiologist to exclude anyone with MRI evidence of central lesions or neurological degeneration, including syndromes such as multiple system atrophy. All subjects gave full, informed, written consent (Declaration of Helsinki, 1991) to take part in a study approved by the local Ethics Committee. Details of the PAF patients are listed in Table 1 .
Data acquisition
Subjects were scanned on a 2 Tesla Siemens MAGNETOM Vision scanner. A 3D structural MRI was acquired on each subject using a T-1 weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR/TE/TI/ NEX 9.7/4/ 600/1, flip angle 12°, matrix size 256 ϫ 192, FOV 256 ϫ 192, yielding 120 sagittal slices and a slice thickness of 1.5 mm with in-plane resolution of 1 mm ϫ 1 mm).
Data preprocessing for voxel-based morphometry
Data analysis was carried out with SPM99/02a (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) using Matlab5.3 (Math-Works, Natick, MA, USA). An optimized voxel-based morphometry protocol was followed for the analysis of imaging data.
The various automated preprocessing steps implicit in VBM, namely brain extraction, spatial normalization, segmentation, modulation and smoothing have been described previously in detail (Good et al., 2001; Friston, 2000, 2001) . Processing components pertinent to this study will be emphasized here. First, customized grey and white matter templates were created from the subjects' (patients and controls) structural MRI images. This involved spatially normalizing each structural MRI to the standard SPM T1 template, segmenting into grey and white matter and CSF, and then smoothing each grey and white matter segment with an 8 mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. Subsequently, the images were averaged to create grey and white matter templates in stereotaxic space.
The modulation step corrects volume changes introduced during the nonlinear spatial transformations. In effect, an analysis of modulated data tests for regional differences in the absolute amount (volume) of grey/white matter, whereas an analysis of unmodulated data test for regional differences in concentration of grey/white matter in the voxel. Finally, all the normalized, segmented modulated and unmodulated images were smoothed with a 12 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel. This conditions the residuals to conform more closely to the Gaussian random field model underlying the statistical process used for making statistically valid inferences.
Statistical analysis
Modulated and unmodulated data were analyzed separately using statistical parametric mapping (SPM99/02a) employing the framework of the General Linear Model (Friston et al., 1995b; Ashburner et al., 1997) . Regionally specific differences in grey and white matter were assessed statistically, firstly, by constructing separate design matrices analysis of group differences in regional grey and white matter volume and concentration, using global (grey or white matter) signal, age, and gender of subjects as confounding covariates. Second, across the PAF patient group, we tested for morphometric changes correlating with duration of autonomic symptoms and severity of disability [scored using the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) Questionnaire (Katz et al., 1965) ]. Age and gender were also included as confounding covariates in this regression analysis. Differences were reported if significance reached P Ͻ 0.05, corrected for whole brain, or when corrected for small volume of identified a priori regions of interest from human functional neuroimaging evidence, specifically published studies of autonomic control in healthy controls, and PAF patients. Family Wise Error corrections were used throughout, which approximates to a Bonferroni correction. The regions of interest were (1) anterior cingulate/medial prefrontal cortex (Critchley et al., 2000a (Critchley et al., ,b, 2001a ; (2) insulae (Critchley et al., 2000b (Critchley et al., , 2001b (Critchley et al., , 2002 ; (3) amygdalae (Critchley et al., 2002) ; and (4) pons (Critchley et al., 2000a (Critchley et al., , 2001b . Anatomical regions of interest were delineated bilaterally on an average normalized brain image (derived from all 30 subjects in the study) using MRIcro on a MSWindows platform (http://www.psychology.nottingham. ac.uk/staff/cr1/mricro.html). The average normalized brain image was the same as that used as the template within the preprocessing stage of morphometric analysis. MRIcro enables the manual delineation of volumes of interest in three planes. The anatomical boundaries of the amygdalae, anterior cingulate, and insular cortices were traced manually in three planes with reference to the anatomical atlas of Duvernoy (1991) . The delineated volumes were smoothed (4 mm FWHM), then saved to produce mask images that reflected regional spatial extent and underlying anatomy of the a priori regions of interest and enabled simultaneous testing of contralateral areas. The bilateral anterior cingulate mask was 20392 voxels; insulae mask, 146612 voxels; amygdala mask, 1268 voxels; and the pontine mask was 7400 voxels where voxel size was 1.5 ϫ 1.5 ϫ 1.5 mm 3 . These masks were applied individually for significance correction (small volume correction) of regional signal differences in between-group and correlation analyses (Worsley et al., 1996) .
Results and discussion
Global differences in brain morphometry
No between-group differences were observed in the comparison of PAF patients and controls in total brain volume [t(28) ϭ 0.5, P Ͻ 0.05] concentration or in seg- b ADL, activities of daily living (Katz et al., 1965) , a general questionnaire scoring levels of disability in daily life. Variability in ADL score may reflect in part efficacy of treatment with hypertensive agents.
mented volumes and concentrations of grey matter, white matter, and CSF (Fig. 1) .
Regional volume and concentrations differences between PAF patients and controls
PAF subjects, compared to controls, had significant reductions in grey matter volume and concentration in left anterior cingulate (peak coordinates: volume, Ϫ11,38,27; concentration, Ϫ9,35,27; P Ͻ 0.05, corrected for bilateral anterior cingulate) (Fig. 2) , and right anterior insula/frontal operculum (48, 14, 10; 46, 21, 0, P Ͻ 0.05, corrected for insular mask), extending to right inferior prefrontal gyrus (57, 18, 9, P ϭ 0.08). Reductions in grey matter concentration were observed at an uncorrected level in dorsal and ventral pons of PAF subjects, but did not reach P Ͻ 0.05, corrected for the whole pontine region (Ϫ17, Ϫ30, Ϫ29, P ϭ 0.08, corrected; and 3, Ϫ15, Ϫ26, P ϭ 0.12, corrected). We observed no significant reductions in grey matter volume or concentration in amygdalae of PAF subjects (Table 2) .
There were no significant regional increases in grey matter in PAF subjects relative to controls and no significant between-group differences were observed in regional volume of concentration of white matter.
Within-group correlations of grey matter reductions
We assessed whether observed morphometric differences in grey matter were influenced by the duration of autonomic symptoms or degree of disability experienced by the patients. Age and gender were treated as confounding covariates in this analysis. We could demonstrate no significant regional changes in tissue composition and morphometry directly related the duration and severity of disability across whole brain or in regions of a priori interest in regression analyses confined to the 15 PAF patients, perhaps as a result of there being few degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, the adjusted data for grey matter changes in left anterior cingulate in PAF patients, observed in the group comparison with control subjects, did negatively correlate with the ADL score of the patients (Pearson R ϭ Ϫ0.65, P Ͻ 0.05). This observation provides some evidence to suggest that increasing severity of the symptoms of peripheral autonomic failure is associated with increased morphological changes in an anterior cingulate region associated with autonomic control.
Discussion
Pure autonomic failure (PAF) provides a unique lesion/ deficit model for studying central control and representation of autonomic responses. Clinical investigative (physiological, biochemical, etc.) and neuropathological evidence suggests that PAF is a peripheral disorder that selectively compromises postganglionic autonomic responses (Mathias, 2000; Mathias and Bannister, 1999) . In patients with PAF, we have demonstrated regional reductions in cortical grey matter in distinct brain regions implicated in generation and representation of autonomic responses. Although we only have limited evidence (confined to anterior cingulate cortex) for a relationship of these findings with severity of physical symptoms in PAF patients, we propose that this selective loss of cortical grey matter is a consequence of chronic absence of afferent feedback from the body of autonomic Fig. 1 . Global measures of (a) grey matter, (b) white matter, and (c) CSF volumes in controls and PAF patients. There was no significant betweengroup differences in these measures (grey matter, t(28) ϭ 0.82, P ϭ 0.4; white matter, t(28) ϭ 0.13, P ϭ 0.9; CSF, t(28) ϭ 0.53, P ϭ 0.6), suggesting that there was no systematic or generalized atrophy associated with PAF.
responses. The absence of a significant correlation between observed morphometric changes and illness duration does not discount this interpretation. PAF is an uncommon disorder with an insidious onset. The overlap of autonomic symptoms with a range of physical and psychological disorders may delay their recognition by patients and accurate interpretation by clinicians. Retrospective dating of symptom onset, as was conducted in this study, is also obfuscated by compensatory physiological, postural, and behavioral mechanisms in the early stages of autonomic failure. Similarly, ADL as a measure of symptom severity is also influenced by the efficacy of therapeutic interventions (Mathias, 2000; . These factors, coupled with the stringent analytical methods used in this VBM study, may account for insensitivity in relating regional changes in cerebral morphology to symptom duration in small sample of 15 patients.
We applied a fully automated whole brain morphometric technique to characterize the structural correlates of PAF, which avoids the idiosyncrasies of manual tracing approaches. This method has been cross-validated with functional data and region-of-interest measurements in many studies (e.g., Abell et al., 1999; Krams et al., 1999; Richardson et al., 1997; Maguire et al., 2000) . Methodological details and evaluations of this technique are more fully described elsewhere Friston, 2000, 2001; Good et al., 2001) . Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) provides a sensitive unblased means of determining in vivo regional differences in brain tissue composition and local morphometry from MRI scans (as distinct from manual tracing of regional borders), but cannot itself provide direct information about microstructure and cytoarchitecture. In the present study we assessed regional differences in tissue volumes and grey or white matter concentration in PAF subjects relative to controls, by the addition or exclusion of the "modulation" step in the analyses (Good et al., 2001) .
Although some single post mortem studies have reported Lewy bodies in brainstem of patients with the clinical diagnosis of PAF, it is important to note that there was no clinical or radiological evidence for central pathology underlying autonomic failure in the PAF patients who participated in the study. Lewy bodies in PAF are confined principally to peripheral autonomic ganglia, and PAF remains clinically and prognostically different from more pernicious conditions such as multiple system atrophy (MSA, ShyDrager syndrome) (Mathias, 2000) . Also, we found no group differences in global measures of grey and white matter and CSF, consistent with normal cerebral integrity, and no generalized cerebral atrophy in PAF. Our interpretation of regional morphometric differences in PAF subjects is therefore based on a proposal that these changes arise as a direct consequence of longstanding peripheral autonomic failure.
The anterior cingulate and insula/inferior prefrontal region both showed morphometric difference in PAF patients, relative to controls. These areas have been implicated in generation and representation of autonomic states of bodily arousal. For example, functional imaging studies in healthy subjects have shown right anterior cingulate activity correlates with measures of cardiovascular arousal, such as blood pressure (Critchley et al., 2000a) . Bilateral activity in anterior cingulate is modulated by the degree of anticipatory arousal (Critchley et al., 20001b) , and increased anterior cingulate activity, particularly in the left hemisphere, was associated with the intention to decrease sympathetic tone during biofeedback relaxation exercises (Critchley et al., 2001c) . Evidence from PAF patients also indicates that anterior cingulate contributes to generation of autonomic states of arousal. During performance of effortful tasks that normally engender cardiovascular arousal in healthy subjects, PAF patients show enhanced right anterior cingulate activity beyond that seen in controls (Critchley et al., 2001b) . In these cases, as with many studies of emotional arousal states (Lane et al., 1997) , dorsal regions of human anterior cingulate are implicated in autonomic regulation. Our observation of decreased grey matter concentration and volume in anterior cingulate cortex is consistent with the idea that, in PAF, a poverty of afferent information results in reduced functional representation of autonomic states and consequent morphometric adaptation. Direct afferent and efferent connections exist between anterior cingulate or insula and pontine nuclei implicated in control of central and peripheral arousal (Porrino and Goldman-Rakic, 1982) , which may mediate the afferent representation of autonomic state. However, the lack of observable changes in thalamus of PAF subjects in this study or in functional imaging studies (Critchley et al., 2001a (Critchley et al., , 2002 does not exclude thalamocortical contributions to afferent transmission of arousal state to specialized visceroceptive and autonomic effector cortical areas.
Regional morphometric changes may arise as a direct consequence of changes in the rate or pattern of afferent neuronal firing. Animal studies suggest that reductions in dendritic arborization and perhaps cell loss may contribute to this involutionary process (Lenvai et al., 2000; Capurso et al., 1997) . One question raised by our findings is why the left anterior cingulate showed differences in morphometry, whereas many of our functional imaging findings suggest that activity in right anterior cingulate is particularly associated with sympathetic arousal (Critchley et al., 2000a (Critchley et al., , 2001a . One possibility is that anterior cingulate activity reflects afferent modulatory influences for the control of peripheral arousal. Grey matter changes may thus arise from a lack of afferent feedback. However, in a PET study, increased right anterior cingulate activity was observed in PAF relative to control subjects during effortful tasks associated with increased sympathetic drive (Critchley, 2001b) . We initially speculated that grey matter increases might be observed in right anterior cingulate consequent to this increased activity, though this was not apparent in our findings. An extension of this explanation is that left anterior cingulate may be involved in producing decreases in heart Fig. 2 . Location of anterior cingulate changes in grey matter volume. Scans from each subject were transformed into normalized space and segmented into grey matter images. Each voxel subsequently modulated by the Jacobean determinants of the preceding normalization, and consequently each voxel was assigned a value reflecting the initial grey matter mass (volume). These grey matter images were then smoothed. A voxel-wide group comparison of grey matter differences between PAF subjects and controls was performed using multiple regression analyses within the general linear model. The effect size of rate and blood pressures, suggested by the role of this region in mediating volitional reduction in electrodermal activity (Critchley et al., 2001c) . A system for producing decreases in heart rate and blood pressure would exacerbate symptoms of autonomic failure, and may undergo involutionary changes due to its redundancy in PAF patients. Furthermore, we did not observe grey matter differences in posterior cingulate, a region that support an evaluative representation of bodily arousal (Critchley et al., 2001b; Vogt et al., 1992) . However, our findings of grey matter differences within brain areas involved in autonomic control in healthy subjects, and adjacent to regions showing functional abnormalities in PAF, share many features with previously reported observations of cortical reorganization consequent upon degraded or depleted sensory afferent input (Pons et al., 1991) .
Insula cortices have an important role in the representation of somatic states and bodily responses. Consistent with this proposal, functional imaging studies report insula activity during a variety of conditions that elicit or reflect a modulation of visceral state, including micturition (Nour et al., 2000) , oesophageal distension (Aziz et al., 2000) , respiratory challenge (Corfield et al., 1995) , thermosensory stimulation (Craig et al., 2000) , cardiovascular arousal (Critchley et al., 2000a) , and electrodermal activity (Critchley et al., 2000b) . Functional decreases in insula activity are also seen in PAF, relative to controls (Critchley et al., 2001b) . Using voxel-based morphometry, we observed decreases in grey matter in PAF within anterior insula cortex, an observation that accords with a proposed role for insula cortex in representation of bodily states of arousal. The finding again suggests involution of regional grey matter occurs in response to loss of integrated feedback of autonomic responses as a result of autonomic failure. However, this local change in tissue composition extended into prefrontal operculum and adjacent inferior prefrontal gyrus, regions also implicated in error detection (Menon et al., 2001) . Both dorsal and subgenual regions of anterior cingulate are also implicated in emotional processing and subjective emotional experience (Damasio, 1994 (Damasio, , 1999 Lane et al., 1997; Chua et al., 1999; Phillips et al., 1997) and in PAF patients, we have provided preliminary evidence for reduction in subjective emotional experience (Critchley et al., 2001b) .
We observed only a trend for significant morphometric differences in brainstem regions, despite the expectation that differences would be observable in dorsal pons on the basis of functional imaging observations that demonstrate context-independent increases in activity of this region in PAF subjects (Critchley et al., 2001b) . In this study, grey matter concentration decreases in both dorsal and ventral pons did not survive corrected significance. Brain stem regions including the pons support homoeostatic and effector mechanisms for control of autonomic responses (Spyer, 1999) , and have been proposed as a site of first-order representation of bodily states (Damasio, 1999) . The absence of marked morphometric differences in the pons of PAF subjects may reflect increased variability in the segmentation of pontine tissue into grey and white matter compartments. Another possibility is that increased functional activity previously observed in PAF patients in pons, and perhaps right anterior cingulate, results in a relative preservation of grey matter that maximizes residual autonomic responses during the early stages of autonomic failure. However, it is possible that morphometric adaptations to absent autonomic responses preferentially impact only on cortical brain areas involved in integrating bodily representations with behavioral experience, rather than regions involved primarily in autoregulatory processes. With this in mind, it was also of some surprise that no morphometric differences were observable in the amygdalar region. Re- a comparison represents the regression coefficient for the adjusted measure of grey matter volume (i.e., after subtracting the mean and removing effects due to age and sex), centerd on a specified voxel in normal space. Group data indicating the location of decreases in grey matter volume associated with PAF are presented on sections of an average normalized image derived from the control and PAF subjects that took part in the study. Coronal, sagittal, and horizontal sections showing differences in left anterior cingulate, together with a color bar showing the Z score of the comparison. The effect size for grey matter volume differences in the peak voxel for this contrast for each PAF and control subject is plotted beneath.
gions within the amygdala are involved in generation of emotional autonomic responses and also mediate memory enhancement of salient material perhaps through arousal mechanisms. In PAF, neural responses within the amygdala to threat stimuli are markedly decreased in association with absent peripheral autonomic responses (Critchley et al., 2002) . The explanation for why tissue morphology of some "autonomic" brain centers is affected to a greater extent than other centers remains elusive, and a subject for future study. In summary, we examined regional brain morphometry in PAF patients who have an acquired absence of peripheral autonomic responses. Adaptive reductions in grey matter concentration and volume were observed in anterior cingulate and insula cortices, regions that have been functionally implicated in both autonomic control and also in emotional behavior. These reductions occurred in the absence of generalized changes in cerebral morphometry. Our findings extend knowledge derived from functional imaging studies about the central control of autonomic responses in humans and provides empirical evidence for adaptive changes in the adult human brain consequent to peripheral autonomic dysfunction.
